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Abe Cabinet’s new ¥117
trillion package to fend off
virus fallout
The Japanese government is set to
approve a ¥31.9 trillion (RM1.29
trillion) second supplementary budget
bill Wednesday to deploy another
relief package worth over ¥100 trillion
(RM4.05 trillion) to stave off the
economic fallout from Covid-19, which
has dragged Japan into a recession.
The new package is aimed at further
shoring up defensive steps for
individuals and companies that are
financially struggling due to the Coivid19. The total amount – made up of
the combined spending of central
government, local governments
and municipalities, and the private
sector, as well as loans offered by
financial institutions – will be
¥117.1 trillion (RM4.74 trillion). The
size is like the first stimulus which was
the largest ever and financed by the
first extra budget for the 2020.
By implementing these rescue
measures worth over ¥200 trillion
(RM8.1 trillion), Prime Minister
Shinzo Abe vowed to shield jobs
and businesses during a Monday
news conference where he lifted the
nation’s state of emergency.
27 May 2020 edition, Japan Times
FULL REPORT:
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2020/05/
27/business/economy-business/shinzo-abecabinet-japan-relief-packagecoronavirus/#.Xs45pzozaMo
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Most SE Asia stocks rise on
stimulus hopes, Malaysia
leads
Most Southeast Asian stock markets ended higher on
Wednesday, led by Malaysia, on hopes of government
stimulus measures to boost coronavirus-hit economies,
while a drop in shares of the Singapore bourse operator
dragged down its benchmark index.
However, most markets traded in a tight range amid high
caution, as Sino-American tensions flared over a new Hong
Kong law which would reduce its separate legal status.
Leading the gains in the region, Malaysian stocks rose more
than 1%, after a four-day long extended weekend, playing
“catch up” with the rest of Asia, according to Kong She
Siang, head of retail research at CGS-CIMB Securities. Major
healthcare stocks Hartalega and Top Glove Corp were the
top gainers on the index.
Philippine stocks recovered from a 1.3% drop earlier in the
session to end 0.5% higher, amid local media reports package
that a House Panel approved a 1.3 trillion pesos (RM111.7
billion) stimulus package. Investors snubbed the “second
wave” of US-China tensions in favour of positivism over
local stimulus, according to Ruben Carlo O. Asuncion, chief
economist at the UnionBank of the Philippines. Similar
packages, which were lined up for Japan and Singapore, were
also aiding sentiment, said Asuncion.
Shares in Thailand and Indonesia see-sawed throughout the
session and closed higher. On the downside, the Singapore
index closed 0.4% lower, dragged by shares of bourse
operator Singapore Exchange which fell the most since
2008 after flagging a hit to profits as a major licence ends
in February 2021. Vietnamese equities snapped a two-day
rally and ended 1.3% lower, with financials losing the most.
28 May 2020, Reuters
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Covid-19 crushes dreams of Asian students
Countless Asian students due to graduate this
year are watching their dreams shatter as the
world tumbles into recession. Health risks and
travel bans have separated many from their
chosen institutions overseas.
Students from Asia, particularly China and
India, make up a large proportion of the
international students enrolled around the
world. In the United Kingdom, 121,000 fewer
international students will commence their
first-year studies this year, according to a
report in April by the University and College
Union in London. With domestic enrollment
also down, a funding shortfall of £2.5 billion
(about RM13 billion) is expected there along with the loss of 30,000 university jobs.
As confirmed Covid-19 cases climb toward 5.5 million globally, few countries feel safe to open their borders.
Australia, where hundreds of thousands of Chinese students attend college, has barred foreigners entering since
February. Students still on course to complete their studies face other challenges. Varun Tulsai, 24, an Indian
studying data science in Vancouver, has applied for more than 100 jobs since April with only 30 responses so far
as companies shut down recruitment. “Even if they reopen, I don’t feel very confident about finding a job in an
industry I desire,” he told Nikkei.
Competition is strong. Canada saw record unemployment in March, and many much more experienced
workers have been forced back into the job market. On one occasion, Tulsai found himself competing for an
entry level job against candidates with a postgraduate degree and years of work experience. “How would I get
hired in that situation?”
Amy Lam, another data science student in Vancouver, has similar concerns. “Beginners like me are likely to be
hit the hardest by the pandemic,” she said. “As many companies now work from home and are unable to provide
training, they would prefer to hire someone who can hit the ground running.”
Smit Shah, 25, has worked for years to save up for his overseas tuition but may now have to cancel his
application. He had planned to enrol in a Canadian university in September, but is now stranded in his home city
of Mumbai with visa services suspended and travel banned. The offer of digital tuition is not appealing. “I cannot
get the experience, the culture, and the fun of meeting new people by studying from India,” he told Nikkei. “If I
spent a large sum but could not go, then I would have to pull out of my plan.”
A survey conducted by the British Council in April found that among 1,493 respondents from South Asia,
29% of students from India and 35% from Pakistan have already canceled – or are likely to cancel – plans
to study in the UK this year. There is similar reluctance in other parts of Asia. Only 6% of students from
Thailand with firm university offers in the UK have confirmed they wish to start in September as planned,
according to UKEAS, an education consultancy. A recent UKEAS survey produced a figure of 8% for Taiwan,
17% for the Philippines, and 61% for Malaysia. “Many offer holders are still uncommitted and waiting to see
what happens in the UK before making a final decision,” said Yin Lee, a UKEAS overseas study manager.
Sun Bo, a director with Guangzhou-based EIC Education, said that the pandemic has not lessened the desire to
study abroad among Chinese students she meets. “But if the coronavirus outbreak continues into the summer,
we will certainly see an adverse impact on the number of outbound students from mainland China, and that
impact will not be insignificant,” she said. Sun believes, however, that students already studying abroad have
bright futures. “As soon as the pandemic is over, there will be pent-up demand from all industries,” she said.
26 May 2020, Nikkei Asian Review2
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China is its own worst enemy
The global backlash against China over its culpability for the
international spread of the deadly Covid-19 from Wuhan has
gained momentum in recent weeks. And China itself has added
fuel to the fire, as exemplified by its recent legal crackdown on
Hong Kong. From implicitly seeking a political quid pro quo for
supplying other countries with protective medical gear, to
rejecting calls for an independent international inquiry into the
virus’s origins until a majority of countries backed such a probe,
the bullying tactics of President Xi Jinping’s government have
damaged and isolated China’s communist regime.
Had Xi been wise, China would have sought to repair the pandemic-inflicted damage to its image by
showing empathy and compassion, such as by granting debt relief to near-bankrupt “Belt and Road”
initiative partner countries and providing medical aid to poorer countries without seeking their support for its
handling of the outbreak. Instead, China has acted in ways that undermine its long-term interests.
Whether through its aggressive “Wolf Warrior” diplomacy – named after two Chinese films in which specialoperations forces rout US-led mercenaries – or military-backed expansionist moves in China’s neighbourhood,
Xi’s regime has caused international alarm. In fact, Xi views the current global crisis as an opportunity to
tighten his grip on power and advance his neo-imperialist agenda, recently telling a Chinese university
audience that, “The great steps in history were all taken after major disasters.”
China has certainly sought to make the most of the pandemic. After buying up much of the world’s available
supply of protective medical equipment in January, it has engaged in price-gouging and apparent
profiteering. And Chinese exports of substandard or defective medical gear have added to international anger.
While the world grapples with Covid-19, the Chinese military has provoked border flare-ups with India and
attempted to police the waters off the Japanese-controlled Senkaku Islands. Additionally, China has also recently
established two new administrative districts in the South China Sea, and stepped up its incursions and other
activities in the area. In early April, for example, a Chinese coast guard ship rammed and sank a Vietnamese
fishing boat, prompting the United States to caution China to “stop exploiting the (pandemic-related) distraction
or vulnerability of other states to expand its unlawful claims in the South China Sea.”
Meanwhile, China has made good on its threat of economic reprisals against Australia for initiating the idea of an
international coronavirus inquiry. Through trade actions, the Chinese government has effectively cut off
imports of Australian barley and blocked more than one-third of Australia’s regular beef exports to China.
Future historians will regard the pandemic as a turning point that helped to reshape global politics and
restructure vital production networks. Indeed, the crisis has made the world wake up to the potential threats
stemming from China’s grip on many global supply chains and moves are already afoot to loosen that control.
More fundamentally, Xi’s actions highlight how political institutions that bend to the whim of a single,
omnipotent individual are prone to costly blunders. China’s diplomatic and information offensive to obscure
facts and deflect criticism of its Covid-19 response may be only the latest example of its brazen use of censure
and coercion to browbeat other countries. But it represents a watershed moment.
In the past, China’s reliance on persuasion secured its admission to international institutions like the World Trade
Organisation and helped to power its economic rise. But under Xi, spreading disinformation, exercising
economic leverage, flexing military muscle and running targeted influence operations have become
China’s favourite tools for getting its way. Diplomacy serves as an adjunct of the Communist Party’s
propaganda apparatus. Xi’s approach is alienating other countries, in the process jeopardising their appetite for
Chinese-made goods, scaring away investors and accentuating China’s image problem. The hollowing out of
Hong Kong’s autonomy could prove to be the proverbial straw that breaks the Chinese camel’s back.
26 May 2020, Japan Times3
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Thai shoppers awaken to new retail landscape
Retail in Thailand is coming back to life as businesses
are allowed to reopen after daily tallies of coronavirus
cases have not exceeded single digits for weeks. But
consumers are awakening to a new service industry, one
transformed by the strict preventive measures that were
put in place to halt the contagion. The government
eased the national lockdown on May 17, allowing
department stores, restaurants, supermarkets, beauty
salons and other establishments to reopen. But store
operators are putting safety first.


Central Retail, a unit of conglomerate Central Group and operator of 23 Central Department Stores
nationwide, imposed a strict “safe-screening-clean-distancing” campaign. Each employee must
wear a mask and face shield and have their temperature checked every three hours. Stores also
increased the rate of fresh air circulation to more than 10 times per hour. Customers are asked to
maintain social distancing of 1 to 2 meters, while stores are limiting entry to ensure there is just one
person per five square metres (m2)of space. Shoppers are also encouraged to pay via cashless
systems, and coins and bank notes are sanitized for cash transactions.



The Mall Group, another major retailer, limits entry to one person per 2 m2 and provides a virtual
fitting room that uses augmented reality to help shoppers view themselves on a screen with clothes.
The company sanitises stores every hour and ensures an abundance of freely available alcohol gel.



Some Bangkok malls, meanwhile, have even brought in mobile robots to automatically spray
sanitiser throughout premises.



CP All, the listed retail arm of Charoen Pokphand Group – Thailand’s largest conglomerate and
operator of about 12,000 7-Eleven convenience stores – has set up thermal screening desks in front
of every establishment across the country. People with a temperature exceeding 37.5 Celsius
are not allowed in.



As for major restaurant chains, diners must have their temperatures checked before entering eateries,
while the number of seats has been reduced to maintain social distancing of 1 to 2 meters.
Plastic shields separate each diner. Moreover, people are not allowed to stay longer than two hours
and all tables and seats must be sanitised immediately after customers leave.



Budget airlines Thai AirAsia, Nok Airlines and Thai Smile have resumed domestic operations but with
restrictions, such as capping seating capacity at 60% to 70% and leaving the middle seat in each
row empty to maintain social distancing. The Civil Aviation Authority of Thailand has ordered cabin
crew to wear face masks and full protective equipment, including face shields and gloves, at all
times. No meals are served during flights. Further, more automated kiosks are being introduced at
airports to promote touchless check-in. And when passengers use staffed counters, hands and
equipment must be immediately sanitised.

Despite such measures, many hotel operators are reluctant to resume operations as the country’s tourism
industry remains fragile without foreign tourists and business travellers. And limits on capacity as well as
strict sanitation measures for meeting rooms, ballrooms and restaurants increase operating costs, analysts say.
After closing all 28 hotels nationwide on April 1 due to the lockdown, Central Group has only just resumed
operations at its flagship Centara Grand at Central World in Bangkok. Another hotel major, Minor International,
announced it was raising 25 billion baht (RM3.42 billion) to rebuild finances as it prepares to resume business.
27 May 2020, Nikkei Asian Review
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Eximbank expands
financial aid for
virus-hit Korean
shipbuilders
The Export-Import Bank of
Korea (Eximbank) has
expanded financial aid for
virus-hit shipbuilders, in a
bid to help them overcome
falling sales due to the
global spread of the Covid19 pandemic. Initially, the
state-run lender planned to
provide a fund worth 3.8
trillion won (RM16.7 billion)
for the sagging Korean
shipbuilding industry.
But with the Covid-19
shock expanding across
the globe and bringing
bigger-than-expected
losses to their global
sales, Eximbank decided
to expand the fund to 5.2
trillion won (RM18
billion), the lender said.
Hyundai Heavy Industries
CEO Han Young-seuk
asked for the state-run
lender to expand ship
finance for local players to
secure more capital amid
the pandemic shock.
“Chances are that the
ongoing slump in receiving
ship orders will last for a
considerable period of time
due to the Covid-19
shock,” Han said.
“Most players are
expected to face
difficulties in securing
capital for corporate
management, so we
expect the lender to
expand financial aid and
help shipbuilders tackle
the crisis,” Han added.
27 May 2020, Korea Times
Full report:
https://www.koreatimes.co.kr/w
ww/biz/2020/05/175_290208.ht
ml
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Closed Korean schools reborn
as tourist attractions
Several South Korean schools in rural areas have faced closure as the
families of many students opted to leave the countryside for larger cities.
Among the closed schools, some have become hideous objects that
seemed to be haunted, while others have been reborn as tourist
attractions such as museums that carry tourists’ thoughts back to the
past. The Korea Tourism Organisation (KTO) has selected six tourist
attractions that evolved from closed schools across the nation, saying
they are worthy of a visit in June.
Deokpojin Museum of Education, which opened in 1996 in Gimpo,
Gyeonggi Province, displays about 7,000 items used at schools in
the past, bringing back memories of student days. The private
museum was set up by former elementary school teacher Kim Dongseon for his wife Lee In-sook who also was an elementary school
teacher and lost her sight in an accident. Kim holds a class in which he
tells stories about schooldays in the 1950s and 1960s, showing old
textbooks and a lunchbox. The museum, which lets visitors take a trip
down memory lane, has become popular among Koreans of all ages.
The Doota Branch School of Miro Elementary School that was
closed in 1999 was remodelled into Samcheok Miro Garden in May
2017, under the theme of “You don't age in Miro”. Located 13
kilometres away from downtown Samcheok, Gangwon Province, the
garden comprised of a variety of sites including the Tofu Experience
Site and the Wild Flower Experience Site. The playground has four
campgrounds and six bungalows as well as a pool in which visitors can
canoe. Visitors are also invited to walk the 2.2 kilometre long trail. The
garden operates a restaurant for 80 people, offering bibimbap,
fermented soybean soup and kimchi pancakes, among other items.
The Daebong Branch School of Naechon Elementary School that
was closed in 1999 was remodelled into travel accommodation,
called Hongcheon Art Camp, in October 2012. The facility has
become a popular venue for alumni reunion or company workshops.
The facility has also become a venue for artists to hold music concerts
or art exhibitions.
Yeongwol, Gangwon Province, is known for diverse museums. Among
those, its Media Journalist Museum that has been transformed from a
closed school in 2012 and is aimed at helping children understand the
media. A closed school in Gochang, North Jeolla Province, was
reopened as a book village called Book Village Haeri, becoming a
cultural space that offers visitors various information and
experiences related to books and publication.
Yeonhong Island invites tourists to art museums and sculptures filling
the island. Yeonhong Art Museum opened in 2006 after the remodelling
of closed Yeonhong Branch School of Elementary School. Displays of
junk art products are at the playground, while other sculptures and
exhibits stand from place to place on the island.
27 May 2020, Korea Times
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India's 'superfood' goes global
The world’s biggest producer of jackfruit, India is
capitalising on its growing popularity as a meat
alternative as the global food supply chain takes a hit
amidst the Covid-19 pandemic. Already, jackfruit has
become the meat-substitute darling of vegans and
vegetarians in the West.
Part of the South Asia’s diet for centuries, jackfruit
was so abundant that tonnes of it went to waste every
year. But now India is capitalising on its growing
popularity as a “superfood” meat alternative –
touted by chefs from San Francisco to London
and Delhi for its pork-like texture when unripe.
When unripe, it is added to curries or fried, minced and sauted in the East. In the West, shredded jackfruit has
become a popular alternative to pulled pork and is even used as a pizza topping. “People love it,” Anu Bhambri,
who owns a chain of restaurants in the US and India, says. “The jackfruit tacos have been a hit at each and
every location. The jackfruit cutlet – every table orders it, it’s one of my favourites!”
The Covid-19 crisis has created two spikes in consumer interest, says James Joseph who quit his job as a
director at Microsoft after spotting Western interest in jackfruit “gaining momentum as a vegan alternative to
meat.” “Coronavirus caused a fear for chicken and people switched to tender jackfruit. In Kerala,
lockdown caused a surge in demand for mature green jackfruit and seeds due to shortage of vegetables
due to border restrictions. You get a hard bite like meat. That’s what is gaining popularity and like meat it
absorbs the spices,” Joseph explained.
Global interest in veganism was already soaring pre-pandemic, buoyed by movements such as Meat Free
Mondays and Veganuary, and with it the business of “alternative meats.” Concerns about health and the
environment – a United Nations report last year suggested adopting more of a plant-based diet could help
mitigate climate change – mean consumers are turning to brands such as Impossible and Beyond Meat for plantbased replications of chicken, beef and pork. But they are also using substitutes long popular in Asia such as
soy-based tofu and tempeh, and wheat derivative seitan, as well as jackfruit.
This boom has meant more and more jackfruit orchards have sprung up in the coastal states of India.
Meanwhile, Joseph is working with Sydney University’s Glycemic Index Research Service to establish any health
benefits. “When we did a nutritional analysis, we found jackfruit as a meal is better than rice and roti
(bread) for an average person who wants to control his blood sugar,” he says. India has one of the world’s
highest diabetes rates and is expected to hit 100 million cases by 2030, according to a study by The Lancet.
As global warming wreaks havoc on agriculture, food researchers say jackfruit could emerge as a
nutritious staple crop as it is drought-resistant and requires little maintenance.
Varghese Tharakkan says he has not looked back since he switched from growing rubber to jackfruit on his land,
and has a variety that he can cultivate year-round. “When I cut down my rubber trees everyone thought I had
gone crazy. But the same people now come and ask me the secret of my success,” he says.
In Tamil Nadu and Kerala alone, demand for jackfruit is now 100 metric tonnes every day during the peak
season yielding a turnover of US$19.8 million (RM86 million) a year, says economics professor S Rajendran
of the Gandhigram Rural Institute. But there is rising competition from countries such as Bangladesh and
Thailand. Jackfruit’s newfound international fame is a massive turnaround for a plant that while used in local
dishes, has long been viewed as a poor man’s fruit.
26 May 2020, Taipei Times
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Brussels wants €750b to fund Covid-19 recovery
Brussels has called for the power to borrow €750 billion (RM3.6
trillion) to bankroll recovery efforts after the coronavirus crisis,
warning that failure to act would leave the European Union (EU)
permanently fractured along economic lines. European
Commission president Ursula von der Leyen (picture) is urging a
transformation of the EU’s central finances that will allow it to raise
unprecedented sums from the capital markets and hand out the
bulk of the proceeds as grants to hard-pressed member states.
Ms von der Leyen is also proposing a suite of new EU taxes and levies to pay back the debt over the coming
decades – hitting everything from tech giants to carbon emissions – to raise tens of billions of euros a year. Her
plans, to be presented on Wednesday afternoon, follow a high-profile joint proposal from Germany and France,
which last week endorsed a recovery fund of €500 billion (RM2.4 trillion), all of it to be handed out in grants
to hard-hit parts of the EU. The commission’s proposals match that ambition and add €250 billion (RM1.2
trillion) of further borrowing intended to fund loans to member states.
The €750 billion figure was confirmed on Twitter by EU economy commissioner Paolo Gentiloni. He said the fund
was “a European turning point to face an unprecedented crisis”.
On Wednesday morning Christine Lagarde, European Central Bank president, warned that the eurozone’s
economy would shrink by between 8% and 12% this year, a recession twice as deep as the one that
followed the 2008 financial crisis.
Ms von der Leyen’s proposal, baptised “Next Generation EU”, answers a call from all EU leaders for
Brussels to find a way to pump money into the regions that are suffering the most from the havoc
wreaked by coronavirus. But the EU faces a formidably complex and politically-charged task forging a
consensus across the 27 member states as national capitals present rival visions for Europe’s economic
reconstruction.
While so-called frugal states in the north are seeking to limit or exclude the use of borrowed money for grants,
southern capitals including Rome and Madrid are pushing for the EU to display greater solidarity as they
warn the economic playing field is being tilted in favour of deeper-pocketed states that can afford more
generous fiscal stimulus programmes.
EU officials will be focused on reactions from capitals such as The Hague and Vienna, which are determined to
avoid being placed on the hook for large increases in spending. Brussels anticipates that new taxes and
levies could cover all interest and repayment costs. Among those levies are proposals that Brussels taps
revenues from reforms to the EU’s carbon market, known as the emissions trading system. The system,
which allows companies to buy and sell permits to emit CO2, could yield about €10 billion (RM48 billion) a year
for the EU budget. A levy on carbon-intensive industrial products shipped from outside the bloc could
bring in anywhere between €5 billion (RM24 billion) and €14 billion (RM67 billion) depending on its design.
Alongside its proposals for environmental taxes, the commission is exploring a new levy on large businesses,
which could yield about €10 billion (RM48 billion) a year for EU coffers. A tax on big tech companies
such as Facebook and Google could generate about €1.3 billion (RM6.2 billion) a year if it went ahead.
But new funding sources for the EU budget have tended to be highly controversial among national governments,
and it is not clear that any of the proposed taxes will win enough political support. Even a more limited
proposal to impose a €7 billion (RM33.6 billion) tax on plastic waste was opposed by a swath of capitals
during budget discussions among EU leaders in February. The EU plan wraps together the recovery fund
with the bloc’s next seven-year budget, which is due to run from the start of next year and which has yet to be
agreed by EU leaders.
27 May 2020, Financial Times7
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Australia, China should seek
common ground, not conflict
A nation as reliant on China for trade as Australia should be mindful of
its circumstances and try to smooth differences. In the depths of the
Covid-19 pandemic, with economies hard hit by shutdowns, the
expectation should be that care is necessary, the South China
Morning Post said in an editorial.
But Australian politicians have instead taken a confrontational
approach and fractures of recent years have widened, leading to
Chinese measures that are being perceived as economic retaliation.
The recovery from the coronavirus crisis requires countries
cooperating on strategies to ensure a return to growth and prosperity;
when differences arise, resolution depends on finding common ground
through diplomacy.
Australian Prime Minister Scott Morrison has been anything but
diplomatic in his approach towards China. He was quick to take up on
a call by Foreign Minister Marise Payne for an independent global
inquiry into the origins of the pandemic, doing so after a phone
conversation with United States President Donald Trump, who had just
suspended funding for the World Health Organisation.
The proposal focused on the nature and timing of the outbreak and
was made without consultation with other countries. Far more
constructive would have been to seek an investigation to gain
understanding and knowledge to prevent a similar pandemic, an issue
taken up with China’s support at the recent World Health Assembly.
Beijing was bound to perceive a political agenda and contend that the
US, Australia’s strategic ally, was behind the push. Soon after, trade
disputes over agricultural products came to the fore; the Chinese
government went ahead with long-planned anti-dumping action
against Australian barley imports by imposing 80.5% tariffs, and
the products of four meat processing plants were again banned
for failing compliance issues, among them mislabelling. The
decision is even more worrying for Canberra given that it comes as
Beijing is fulfilling a phase one trade deal with the US to purchase an
extra US$32 billion (RM139 billion) of agricultural imports over the next
two years, which could impact Australian farmers
Beijing’s moves, coming amid accusations of Chinese interference in
Australian politics and the disruption to supply chains caused by
Covid-19, have led to calls for less dependence on China. But for
many nations, Australia included, that is either impossible or difficult to
attain; China is Australia’s biggest trading partner, its share
accounting for 35.8%.
Canberra’s border controls to stop the coronavirus has shut down
Chinese tourism and slashed earnings from international students.
Both, along with trade, could suffer if officials do not get relations back
on track. Doing so is also beneficial for the region and world, Chinese
trade, business and investment being crucial for the recovery.
27 May 2020, South China Morning Post 8
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Covid-19 origin
research hit by
political agendas,
SARS hero says
The politicisation of the
Covid-19 pandemic could
stall vital global scientific
cooperation into an
investigation of its origins,
according to China’s most
respected respiratory expert.
Zhong Nanshan, 83, known
as a “SARS hero” for his role
in fighting the 2002-03
severe acute respiratory
syndrome epidemic, said
scientists around the world
needed to team up to
establish where the Covid-19
had come from.
Zhong, from the Chinese
Academy of Engineering and
a senior adviser to the
government in its drive
against Covid-19, said he
had been approached by US
epidemiologist, Ian Lipkin, to
use molecular tools to
establish how the virus
jumped to humans but the
endeavour could be stalled
for fear it would be distorted
by political agendas.
Lipkin of Columbia University
was an adviser on the film
Contagion and himself
contracted Covid-19. His
association with Zhong dates
back 17 years when they
worked together on the
SARS outbreak in China.
Lipkin has been working
since 2018 with professor Lu
Jiahai’s team in Guangzhou,
southern China, on emerging
infectious diseases.
27 May 2020, South China
Morning Post
Full report:
https://www.scmp.com/news/chin
a/society/article/3086279/coronavi
rus-origin-research-hit-politicalagendas-warns-china
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Covid-19 undoing progress in curbing poverty
From 1990 until last year, the number of extremely poor people
– those who subsist on less than US$1.90 (RM8.30) per day –
fell from two billion, or 36% of the world’s population, to
around 630 million, or just 8%. Now, for the first time since 1998,
that number is rising – very fast. The big questions are: how many
millions will slip back into penury? And will they quickly escape
again when the pandemic is past, or will its effects be long-lasting,
or even permanent?
The answers to those questions are maddeningly hard to pin down.
The World Bank estimates that national lockdowns and the
global economic collapse will push at least 49 million people
into extreme poverty, eliminating nearly all the gains made
since 2017. That seems implausibly rosy: the bank’s estimate was
based on data published in April. More recent numbers are far
gloomier. For example:



On May 17th Goldman Sachs estimated that India’s
economy is shrinking at an annualised rate of 45%.
Andy Sumner of King’s College London estimates that if global income per head falls by 20%, which
it may for several months at least, the number of extremely poor people could increase by 420
million – as much as the entire population of South America. That would wipe out a decade of
gains in the fight against poverty.

Many poor countries have copied the kind of lockdowns that have been imposed in rich countries. But the
circumstances are utterly different. The well-off are much more likely to have jobs that can be done from home.
And workers in rich countries who cannot do their jobs, such as hotel receptionists or waiters, are typically well
supported by taxpayers. By contrast:



When India imposed a strict and dramatic lockdown on March 24, the 140 million people who are
estimated to have lost their jobs were suddenly in big trouble.
Over 80% of Kenyans and Senegalese reported a loss of income in early April.

In middle-income countries, too, lockdowns have been excruciating. In Altavista, near San Salvador, the capital
of El Salvador, people have taken to hanging white flags from their windows to show that they have run out of
food. The World Food Programme (WFP) predicts a doubling of acute hunger by the end of 2020. David
Beasely, its boss, worries the world could see “multiple famines of biblical proportions” within a few months.
The lockdown would also leave Malawi US$12 billion (RM52 billion) worse off, by stopping people from
working and interrupting children’s education, thus dooming them to earn less in the future. That is
equivalent to nearly two years’ GDP, an astounding sum. Overall, they estimated that the costs of the
lockdown outweighed the benefits by 25 to 1.
Whether its total lockdown or no precautions at all, the choice is not binary. Governments and citizens can do
a lot to prevent infections without freezing the whole economy. They can protect the elderly while letting
most adults go to work and children go to school. They can keep nightclubs closed but allow markets, bus
stations and factories to open with compulsory masks, hand-washing and social distancing. They can do a better
job of spotting outbreaks and quarantining the infected. They can teach people the facts about the disease, so
they can protect themselves. Community health workers did this well during the Ebola crisis.
Whatever the approach, poor countries will need help from developed ones. Rich countries have spent a
stunning US$8 trillion (RM34.8 trillion) on supporting their own citizens during the pandemic, notes Homi
Kharas of the Brookings Institution, a think-tank. It is in their interest to help poor countries grapple with the
disease, otherwise they will become a coronavirus reservoir that can reinfect the rich.
23 May 2020 Edition, Economist
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US shoppers to be wooed back
with steep discounts

Shopping malls and clothing stores are hoping to woo back Americans
emerging from lockdown with some of the heaviest discounts in years
on a wide range of fashion lines. Macy’s, Ross Stores and TJ Maxx
owner TJX have within the past week disclosed writedowns on the
value of their merchandise running into hundreds of millions of dollars
as they turn to promotions to shed unsold stock.
“A lot of the apparel is out of date as it has been sitting in stores at
least since the Covid-19 outbreak,” said industry consultant Jan
Rogers Kniffen, adding that reductions being offered were the
heaviest he had experienced in five decades. He expected the
discounts to last until August at least. Among the many promotions,
Gap is offering reductions of 50%, Levi Strauss up to 50% and
American Eagle up to 60%.
Almost two-thirds of products being sold by US department stores
online are being offered at a discount and clothing accounts for
most of the goods on sale, according to data providers StyleSage
and Refinitiv. Not all items are being reduced, because some products
have sold well during the pandemic. Athleisure, in particular, is in more
demand as people choose comfortable clothing to work from home.
However, financial updates from several retailers in recent days
have shown how inventory levels have risen during the crisis, with
coats and other seasonal wear expected to be particularly difficult for
groups to shift. Inventory writedowns are another sign of the pain
the shutdown is inflicting on discretionary retail. Companies
including JCPenney, Neiman Marcus and J Crew have been unable to
cope with a collapse in sales and filed for bankruptcy.
Macy’s said it would take a US$300 million (RM1.3 billion) writedown
on the value of its stock. Ross Stores took an “inventory valuation
charge” of US$313 million (RM1.36 billion), which chief executive
Barbara Rentler said was because the company expected to sell items
“below our original cost”. TJX has also written down its inventory by
about US$500 million (RM2.17 billion). Investors will learn more this
week about how the US clothing sector is coping with the crisis, with
earnings reports scheduled from companies including Abercrombie &
Fitch, Burlington and Ralph Lauren.
27 May 2020, Financial Times
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Malaysia’s shaky
government dodges
a no-confidence
motion
Malaysia’s MPs convened on
May 18 to hear a speech
from the King. No sooner had
he finished than they
adjourned until July. The
official reason for the brevity
was to avoid spreading
Covid-19. But the brisk
timetable also thwarted plans
to hold a vote of no
confidence in the Prime
Minister, Muhyiddin Yassin.
Muhyiddin only took the job
on March 1 and has yet to
prove his government’s
majority in parliament. His
uncertain standing stems
from the peculiar manner of
his ascent. The previous
government, led by Dr
Mahathir Mohamad, had
fallen when two of its
constituent parties split.
Factions from both Parti
Keadilan Rakyat (PKR), the
biggest party in the outgoing
government, and Bersatu, the
party of both Dr Mahathir and
Muhyiddin, decided to form a
new majority by aligning with
the opposition. Dr Mahathir
sided with the Bersatu
renegades.
To stay in office Muhyiddin
needs the backing of at least
112 of the 222 members of
the Lower House of
parliament. The seating
arrangements on May 18
suggest he may have 113 of
them in his corner. But bonds
of loyalty to Muhyiddin are
likely to be loose.
23 May 2020 Edition,
Economist
Full report:
https://www.economist.com/asia/2
020/05/23/malaysias-shakygovernment-dodges-a-noconfidence-motion
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Will wet markets be hung out
to dry after the pandemic?
When Anthony Fauci, the well-respected American immunologist on
President Donald Trump’s coronavirus task-force, called for the
worldwide banning of wet markets last month, he may have had in mind
markets that sell wildlife without referring to those in Asia.
The term “wet markets” probably entered the English language via
Hong Kong. It is, at its most basic, any grouping of vendors selling fresh
goods. Markets are often watery because they are sluiced down, or
because of the melting of the ice used to stop food from spoiling. The
description contrasts with places selling dry goods, like rice and grains.
Bustling markets selling live wild animals give virologists the
heebie-jeebies. Poor hygiene, animals kept in stressful conditions
(which may affect their immune systems, making them more susceptible
to disease) and traders and customers packed cheek-by-jowl can easily
result in a “spillover” event, when a virus jumps from an animal into a
human, causing a new disease, says Olivier Restif, a virologist at the
University of Cambridge.
Closing down wet markets has wide implications. A study of 350
such markets in Nanjing, an urban area of eight million people in
eastern China, found that they accounted for 80% of the city’s vegetable
sales. Across China, it has been estimated that wet markets handle
73% of all the fresh vegetables and meat that is bought. In contrast,
the study found that supermarkets tended to be where Nanjing’s
households went to buy processed food. Were markets closed and
locals pushed into supermarkets, their health would inevitably
suffer, as they would be more likely to pick processed meals over
fresh produce, says Zhengzhong Si of the University of Waterloo in
Canada. Si found that the majority of households in his study
bought vegetables at least five times a week – rate attributed to the
abundance of markets – but visited supermarkets much less often.
Rather than pushing for the wholesale banning of wet markets, many
scientists are calling for a more subtle approach. The World Health
Organisation (WHO) is working on a proposal to recommend
suspending the sale of live wild mammals in marketplaces for food,
but not live farmed creatures such as poultry and fish, which pose a
lower risk and where controls can be introduced. While a ban is in place,
says Peter Ben Embarek of the WHO, authorities can then assess the
risks, and identify practices that are deemed safe.
A full ban would also threaten to throw up an unintended consequence.
By forbidding the selling of live meat in places where it is a
“strong part of its source of food or a cultural pull, it will just go to
the black market, where there can be no regulation,” says Restif. No
matter how well-regulated wet markets are, it will not end the threat of
zoonotic diseases. Their danger lurks wherever humans encroach on
wild animals, whether through logging, the building of settlements or the
hunting and selling of meat.
26 May 2020, Economist
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Tech workers fear
their jobs will be
automated in
wake of
coronavirus
Technology-sector
employees are
particularly worried
about being replaced by
automation, including
tools used by employers
to cope with the impact
of Covid-19 pandemic,
according to KPMG.
An estimated 67% of
workers at United
States technology
companies are
concerned about losing
their jobs to digital
capabilities powered by
artificial intelligence,
machine learning and
robotic software, KPMG
said in a report last
Friday. That compares
with 44% among
workers at companies
outside the tech sector.
Beyond automation,
70% of tech-sector
workers are worried
about having their jobs
eliminated as a result of
the economic fallout
from the crisis,
compared with 57% of
workers employed by
companies in other
industries.US technology
firms shed a record
112,000 jobs in April,
erasing total job gains
over the past year, US
Labour Department data
revealed.
27 May 2020, Wall Street
Journal
Full report:
https://www.wsj.com/articles/tec
h-workers-fear-their-jobs-will-beautomated-in-wake-ofcoronavirus11590571801?mod=hp_minor_po
s4
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Covid crisis stifles political criticism in SE Asia
Covid-19 has spurred the use of fake news laws to censor political criticism in
Southeast Asia. Although there is genuine concern over the spike in fake news
related to the origin of the virus, its spread, its management, advisories and
cures, the emerging censorship pattern against political criticism in the
region warrants concern, the Bangkok Post said in an opinion editorial.
Fake news and misinformation around Covid-19 is part of the “infodemic” that
governments, the media and ordinary people all over the world are grappling
with. In Southeast Asia, the attempts to correct fake news, cut false information
and block access to it is often not detached from the governments’ efforts to
block criticism of its handling of the pandemic. Even though the impact of “fake news” is not clearly established,
governments are quick to arrest, detain and punish its critics as purveyors of fake news.
In Southeast Asia, Singapore and Vietnam are the countries that have passed specific fake news laws. Covid-19
emergency laws have given Cambodia, Thailand and the Philippines new tools that enable restrictions on
political criticism. Indonesia, Malaysia and Myanmar use a range of existing laws – criminal defamation laws, the
penal code and telecommunications law – to suppress so-called fake news.











Singapore passed the Protection from Online Falsehood and Manipulation Act (POFMA) in 2019
and has been actively using it before and during the pandemic as part of its communication toolbox.
Vietnam issued a new decree in April 2020 that introduced fines for the dissemination of fake
news, a category not covered previously under an existing law from 2013. Hundreds of fines have been
handed out while celebrities have been forced to issue public apologies.
In Cambodia, the state of emergency law contains sweeping provisions allowing the government
to carry out unlimited surveillance of telecommunications and to control the press and social
media. Article 5 stipulates specifically restrictive measures that can be taken by the government. These
include prohibition of or restrictions on information monitoring. At least 30 people have been arrested,
including 12 linked to the dissolved Cambodian National Rescue Party (CNRP), on charges of
spreading “fake news” and other offences since the outbreak of the pandemic.
In the Philippines, the Bayanihan to Heal as One Act, provides President Rodrigo Duterte
special powers to punish fake news disseminators with jail time and up to a 1-million peso
(RM86,000) fine. The Philippines also adopted an emergency law giving it more powers to combat the
pandemic, including arresting people who share false information about the disease. In early April 2020,
some 32 people were charged with allegedly spreading fake news about Covid-19.
In Thailand, the emergency decree empowers authorities to order journalists and media groups
to “correct” reports deemed incorrect, and allows for authorities to pursue charges against journalists
under the Computer Crime Act, which carries a five-year prison sentence for violations.
In Indonesia, the Criminal Code (Articles 14, 15) has been used to charge people with criminal
defamation. Equally problematic is Article 207, which punishes insults against the president and other
top officials in relation to Covid-19.
In Malaysia investigations were carried out under Section 233 of the Communication and
Multimedia Act (CMA) for “improper use of network facilities” and Section 505 (b) of Penal Code.
In Myanmar, the government has taken advantage of Covid-19 by blocking websites of minority
groups, under Section 77 of the Telecommunications Act.

In Southeast Asia, fake news is being used as a tool to suppress political criticism that calls out the
mismanagement of the Covid-19 pandemic. Even though only a couple of countries have dedicated fake news
laws, emergency laws and the deployment of existing laws are establishing a self-censorship of political criticism.
Civil society organisations, international institutions and the mainstream media must try to ensure this
emerging “new normal” does not take root. A fake news law spurring a self-censorial culture is one of several
impacts Covid-19 is having on democracy and human rights. Without any push-back, there is a danger that selfcensorship of political criticism will become normal in a post-Covid-19 Southeast Asia.
27 May 2020, Bangkok Post
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Undue effect of Covid on Asean migrant workers
Asean migrant labour remittances contribute a
substantial proportion of gross domestic product
(GDP) in many nations around the region. In
light of Covid-19, however, the impact on these
migrant workers has been significantly higher,
and the consequences devastating. Migrant
workers are often the most overlooked
population during a crisis such as the
pandemic, and they are now being viewed as
the primary cause for second-wave
infections. If issues involving marginalised
communities such as migrant workers are not
addressed, this will fuel more virus containment
obstacles going forward.
Different coronavirus strategies implemented by three Asean countries – Thailand, Singapore, and Vietnam –
with distinct approaches towards addressing migrant workers, has produced substantially different outcomes.
In the case of Thailand which has a robust domestic healthcare system regarded as one of the best in the world,
its quick shutdown and restrictive migration policy was precisely what has led to a spike in Covid-19 cases
around the region. Thailand’s national shutdown in late March created a mass exodus of migrant workers from
the country who were fearful of facing starvation in Thailand with no job, money, healthcare, or resources. There
are an estimated four to five million migrants working in Thailand, predominantly from the neighbouring
countries of Myanmar, Laos, and Cambodia, whose healthcare systems are relatively weak – Myanmar
ranked as one of the worst in the region according to the World Health Organisation (WHO).
Many of those migrant workers returned to Myanmar, Laos, and Cambodia, and subsequently those
countries experienced spikes of Covid-19, and their limited health resources exacerbated the problem.
Similarly, Singapore was originally hailed for its quick Covid-19 response, but time would prove that there were
blind spots in its execution, as it overlooked its vulnerable migrant population huddled together in cramped,
unhygienic dormitories. According to Singapore’s Ministry of Manpower, 1.4 million of the City-state’s 5.8
million workers are migrant workers. Therefore, less than 25% of people residing in Singapore consist of
85% of all its Covid-19 cases. A surprising second wave of coronavirus infections in Singapore swept through
migrant dormitories, whose conditions reflect the disparities in treatment between Singaporeans and the migrants.
Recently Singapore’s Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong addressed the issue by deploying a Forward Assurance
and Support Team in the dorms, which provide the migrant workers with food and water, wi-fi to keep in touch
with their families, entertainment, and other medical facilities and triage clinics. The migrant workers in these
areas have been instructed to stop working, and they are completely reliant on government aid, since they are
not allowed to leave the dormitories for groceries or other necessities.
Vietnam is an example of what meticulous tracing, solidarity among citizens, and a public health campaign held
on a massive scale can do to protect a population. As of May 22, according to the Johns Hopkins University
coronavirus resource centre, Vietnam has had 324 reported cases of Covid-19 within its borders, and no deaths.
Unlike South Korea and Singapore which have been utilising mass testing to trace and quarantine potential
coronavirus patients, Vietnam has been utilising mass surveillance instead. Low-tech tracing has been
instrumental to its success. Vietnam was one of the first countries in Asia to implement travel restrictions. They
used a multi-tier system as protocols for tracing and isolating potential cases. This was reinforced by the
reporting of migrant workers’ movements from abroad or within Vietnam’s borders. Vietnam also provided rice
ATMs for people out of work. The coordinated effort between the public and private sectors in Vietnam
provided workers with ample food and supplies thus contributing to its story of success.
22 May 2020, The Diplomat
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Jollibee builds ‘cloud kitchens’
to offset Covid-19 pain

Rebooting Japan's movie
business, one theatre at a time

Philippine fast-food giant Jollibee Foods
said last Friday it will spend 7 billion
pesos (RM601 million) to build discreet
“cloud kitchens” and a stronger delivery
service as part of a global restructuring plan.
Struggling to offset the impact of Covid-19,
Jollibee said “cloud kitchens” or unmarked
delivery outlets, would not include dine-in
facilities and be located in low rent sites.

After being shuttered for more than a month,
movie theatre in Tokyo are set to start
reopening. On May 22, Tokyo Governor
Yuriko Koike outlined a road map for easing
social distancing measures and business
closures in the capital in three stages.
Cinemas will start reopening in the second
stage, which may begin as by the end of May.

“These changes will be made with the
assumption that consumers around the world
will not quickly revert to pre-Covid 19
behaviour once lock downs and other forms
of restrictions are lifted in different countries,”
the company said. Jollibee also announced
that it will also close weak-performing outlets
and invest more in digital infrastructure.
Jollibee told the Philippine Stock Exchange
that it will carry out sweeping changes
globally, with special focus on core markets in
the Philippines, China and the United States.
The company, which operates over a dozen
brands, had 3,317 stores in the Philippines
and 2,664 abroad as of February and total
sales of 243.79 billion pesos (RM20.9
billion) as of 2019.
Lockdown measures have forced Jollibee to
temporarily shut stores or prohibit dine-in
patrons in the Philippines and US, hurting
sales even as the company reported a spike
in its delivery business. Jollibee, without
elaborating, said it will undertake a
“rationalisation” of non-performing stores, its
store network and supply chain facilities.
Jollibee said it will continue to open new
stores in prime locations. The company will
also improve its online order and payment
systems as well as its delivery service.
Jollibee has slashed its capex this to 5
billion pesos (RM430 million) from 14
billion pesos (RM1.2 billion) due to the
pandemic, which has worsened the prospects
for the recovery of its recent US acquisitions
Coffee Bean and Tea Leaf and Smashburger.
Jollibee’s shares fell 2.56% last Friday,
while Manila’s benchmark index dropped
1.2%. The company’s shares have plunged
38.4% this year.

Movie theatres in other parts of the country
with fewer Covid-19 infections have already
started to screen films, primarily older titles
such as the 2016 film “Shin Godzilla,” which
will show viewers what they’ve been missing
on a big-screen experience they can’t get at
home. New titles are conspicuously absent
from marquees. As long as theatres in their
biggest market, Tokyo, stay closed,
distributors would rather hold back films than
risk anemic box office returns.
And thanks to the pandemic, this year’s
returns have been bad indeed. According to
numbers compiled by veteran industry
journalist Hiroo Otaka, from January to April
box-office revenue in Japan was ¥32.02
billion (RM1.3 billion), a drop of 53% from
the same period last year. The total for
April alone was ¥690 million (RM27.9
million), or 4% of the previous year’s
figure. “Given the complete shutdown of
theatres around the country, May could be
worse,” Otaka said.
The COVID-19 crisis has also pushed back
the release of spring and summer titles from
Toho, Disney and other major distributors to
the fall or beyond. In the meantime, cinemas
have been scrambling to adjust their
schedules while trying to create a safe
environment for reopening by enforcing social
distancing. “Since they’re selling tickets to
only certain seats to leave enough space
(between patrons), they’re limited as to how
much they can earn,” Otaka says.
Also, now that many movie fans have gotten
used to watching films at home on Netflix,
Hulu and other streaming services, “a lot of
people in the film business feel a sense of
crisis,” says Otaka. “They’re wondering if they
can draw audiences back to the theatres.”

22 May 2020, Nikkei Asian Review

27 May 2020, Japan Times
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